Who We Are
The Student Greenhouse Project (SGP) aims to build the Biodome: a year-round tropical
paradise with curving paths and beautiful waterfalls, teeming with lush plants and life. This
will be a nature-focused learning center that engages and transforms your community.
The Biodome will combine living plants and integrated sustainable design. This will allow
visitors to fully immerse themselves in nature any time of the year. The dome will be the
trailblazing incubator for integrating nature and technology in an engagement center that
allows community fellowship in a natural space The Biodome will be catalyze technological,
social, and cultural change.

Mission
1. Build the Biodome: an immersive tropical oasis in an iconic structure
2. Emphasize the importance of interacting with nature while showcasing sustainable, green
technology
3. Trailblaze and inspire the construction of similar Biodomes in cities and university
campuses across the country

The Biodome “BET”
Beloved – The Biodome will be a place that touches everyone’s hearts with moments of
beauty, sunny warm nature, personal relaxation and awe. Daily life takes on new meaning
when you can telework, study and meet in an oasis. Everyone who imagines the vision of the
Biodome wants to spend time there in the sparkling waterfalls, secluded pond and niches,
exotic colorful plants and aromas.
Engaging – The Biodome will be the perfect atmosphere to draw people together. Those
frequenting and attracted to the garden will also resonate with the warmth of nature and the
opportunities for new connections in a shared space of people coming together and learning
from each other.
The Ecological Communications Theatre and numerous nature circles in the contoured
layout, can host activities: weddings, concerts, plays, to enliven evenings and focalize
community building. Enhanced by the natural beauty, interactive displays, and activities, the
Biodome forms a matrix for community growth and expanded personal connection.
Transformative – The Biodome will foster a culture closer to nature. The Biodome will
bring together inspiring nature and inspiring people to network more effectively, forming a
community that will help maintain nature’s elegant aesthetics in the midst of our growing
society. Cultivating those who care for the earth, each other, and our communities, will
engage collective civic effort and unleash human potential.

